Cologne City Map Guide

Cologne is just a beautiful city isn’t it?...but sometimes it can be pretty confusing how to get from one place to another and that’s exactly why we created this city map guide for all our conference guests.

This city map guide will help you to get from:

1. The Cologne Central Station (HBF) -> to the Flora
   (Conference location for Tuesday - Thursday)
   - The Flora -> to the Cologne Central Station

2. The Cologne Business School (CBS) -> to the Flora
   - The Flora -> to the Cologne Business School

3. The Flora -> to the Altes Rathaus (old city hall)
   - The Altes Rathaus (old city hall) -> to the Flora

4. The Flora -> to the IHK chamber of commerce and Industry
   - The IHK chamber of commerce and Industry -> to the Flora
Agenda:

**Cologne Central station**: the cologne central station is located in the heart of cologne and is connected to all the trains that you will need to take. Later on in the Guide we will explicitly let you know about the specific train connections.

**Flora**: Also known as Colognes oldest and most traditional botanic park that holds more than 10000 different species of plants. In 2014, the Flora reopened after three years of renovation. Now the impressive building offers room for concerts, social gatherings and events like the upcoming conferences that we will host there.
**Cologne Business School**: The Cologne Business School, founded in 1993 as a pure Business school is characterized by its wide range of English-language study programs, and actual hands on Business experience in the classroom. Approximately 1,400 young people from about 75 nations are studying in the Cologne Business School, exchanging cultural traditions, thoughts, ideas and opinions every day.

**Altes Rathaus (old city hall)**: The old city hall was first mentioned in 1135, known as the “House of Citizens”. Over Time the Building has been extended but the remarkable renaissance architecture of the entrance hall is perceived until today. You will be invited from our city major Mrs. Henriette Reker to join a welcoming event in the old city hall on Wednesday at 18:30pm.

**IHK chamber of commerce and industry**: “The CCI Cologne is actively involved in vocational qualification and is also responsible for training in approximately 175 job profiles and furthermore offers advice on all questions of continuation training. Extensive consultancy, information and mediation round off its range of services.
Now after we introduced the different locations to you, we will list the directions that you will have to take, so it will be easier for you to travel through cologne.

Starting with the first route:

- The Cologne Central Station (HBF) -> to the Flora (Conference location for Tuesday - Thursday)
- The Flora -> to the Cologne Central Station

There are multiple ways to get to the Flora from Cologne Central Station:

In total it will take you a little more than 15 minutes to get there and please take into consideration the time it takes to get to the station and plan in some extra travel time, since trains are late regularly.

- You will have to head to the direction Niehl Sebastian Straße !!! (directions of the 16 like Bonn Bad Godesberg or Wesseling are driving to the opposite direction!!!)
- Get off at the Station Riehl Kinderkrankenhaus (4 stops from Cologne Central Station)
- In total it will take you a little more than 15 minutes to get there and please take into consideration the time it takes to get to the station and plan in some extra travel time, since trains are late regularly.

- You will have to head to the direction Buchheim Herler Straße !!! (directions of the 18 like Köln Brühl is driving to the opposite direction!!!)

- Get off at the Station Köln, Riehl Zoo/Flora (4 stops from Cologne Central Station)
Flora -> Cologne Central Station

- In total it will take you a little more than 15 minutes to get there and please take into consideration the time it takes to get to the station and plan in some extra travel time, since trains are late regularly.

- You will have to head to the direction Brühl !!! (directions of the 18 like Köln Buchheim Herler Straße is driving to the opposite direction!!!)

- Get off at the Cologne Central Station (4 stops from Flora)
- In total it will take you a little more than 15 minutes to get there and please take into consideration the time it takes to get to the station and plan in some extra travel time, since trains are late regularly.

- You will have to head to the direction Bonn Bad Godesberg or Wesseling !!! (directions of the 16 like Köln Niehl Sebastian Straße is driving to the opposite direction!!!)

- Get off at the Cologne Central Station (4 stops from Flora)
CBS -> Flora

- The Cologne Business School (CBS) -> to the Flora
- The Flora -> to the Cologne Business School

In total it will take you a little more than 20 minutes to get there and please take into consideration the time it takes to get to the station and plan in some extra travel time, since trains are late regularly.

- You will have to head to the direction Niehl Sebastian Straße !!! (directions of the 16 like Bonn Bad Godesberg or Wesseling are driving to the opposite direction!!!)
- Get off at the Station Riehl Kinderkrankenhaus (10 stops from CBS)
In total it will take you a little more than 23 minutes to get there and please take into consideration the time it takes to get to the station and plan in some extra travel time, since trains are late regularly.

- You will have to head to the direction Buchheim Herler Straße !!! (directions of the 18 like Köln Brühl is driving to the opposite direction!!!)

- Get off at the Station Riehl Zoo/ Flora (8 stops from CBS)
- In total it will take you a little more than 25 minutes to get there and please take into consideration the time it takes to get to the station and plan in some extra travel time, since trains are late regularly.

- You will have to head to the direction Bonn Bad Godesberg or Wesseling !!! (directions of the 16 like Köln Niehl Sebastian Straße is driving to the opposite direction!!!)

- Get off at the Station Eifelstraße (9 stops from Flora)
In total it will take you a little more than 25 minutes to get there and please take into consideration the time it takes to get to the station and plan in some extra travel time, since trains are late regularly.

- You will have to head to the direction Köln Klettenberg !!! (directions of the 18 like Köln Buchheim Herler straße is driving to the opposite direction!!)

- Get off at the Station Babarossaplatz (8 stops from Flora)
Flora -> Old city hall

- The Flora
- The Altes Rathaus (old city hall) -> to the Altes Rathaus (old city hall)
- -> to the Flora

In total it will take you a little more than 23 minutes to get there and please take into consideration the time it takes to get to the station and plan in some extra travel time, since trains are late regularly.
- You will have to head to the direction Brühl !!! (directions of the 18 like Köln Buchheim Herler Straße is driving to the opposite direction!!!)
- Get off at the Cologne Central Station (4 stops from Flora)
In total it will take you a little more than 25 minutes to get there and please take into consideration the time it takes to get to the station and plan in some extra travel time, since trains are late regularly.

- You will have to head to the direction Wesseling !!! (directions of the 16 like Niehl Sebastianstraße is driving to the opposite direction!!!)
- Get off at the Cologne Central Station (4 stops from Flora)
In total it will take you a little more than 23 minutes to get there and please take into consideration the time it takes to get to the station and plan in some extra travel time, since trains are late regularly.

- You will have to head to the direction Buchheim Herler Straße !!!
  (directions of the 18 like Köln Brühl is driving to the opposite direction!!!)

- Get off at the Station Riehl Zoo/ Flora (4 stops from Cologne Central Station)
Old city hall → Flora

- In total it will take you a little more than 20 minutes to get there and please take into consideration the time it takes to get to the station and plan in some extra travel time, since trains are late regularly.

- You will have to head to the direction Niehl Sebastian Straße !!! (directions of the 16 like Bonn Bad Godesberg or Wesseling are driving to the opposite direction!!!)

- Get off at the Station Riehl Kinderkrankenhaus (4 stops from Cologne Central Station)
Flora -> IHK chamber of commerce and Industry

- The Flora

- The IHK chamber of commerce and Industry

In total it will take you a little more than 23 minutes to get there and please take into consideration the time it takes to get to the station and plan in some extra travel time, since trains are late regularly.

- You will have to head to the direction Wesseling !!!
  (directions of the 16 like Niehl Sebastianstraße is driving to the opposite direction!!!)

- Get off at the Köln Appellhofplatz (5 stops from Flora)
- In total it will take you a little more than 23 minutes to get there and please take into consideration the time it takes to get to the station and plan in some extra travel time, since trains are late regularly.

- You will have to head to the direction Brühl !!! (directions of the 18 like Köln Buchheim Herler Straße is driving to the opposite direction!!!)

- Get off at the Appellhofplatz (5 stops from Flora)
IHK chamber of commerce and Industry -> Flora

- In total it will take you a little more than 20 minutes to get there and please take into consideration the time it takes to get to the station and plan in some extra travel time, since trains are late regularly.

- You will have to head to the direction Niehl Sebastian Straße !!! (directions of the 16 like Bonn Bad Godesberg or Wesseling are driving to the opposite direction!!!)

- Get off at the Station Riehl Kinderkrankenhaus (4 stops from Appellhofplatz)
**IHK chamber of commerce and Industry -> Flora**

- In total it will take you a little more than 23 minutes to get there and **please take into consideration the time it takes to get to the station and plan in some extra travel time, since trains are late regularly.**

- You will have to head to the **direction Dellbrück Thielenbruch !!!** (directions of the 18 like **Köln Brühl** is driving to the opposite direction!!)

- Get off at the **Station Riehl Zoo/ Flora** (5 stops from Appellhofplatz)